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To all whmn it may concern: 
Be it known that I, HERBERT .A. STREETER, 

a citizen of the United States, residing in Chi 
cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi 
nois, have invented a new and useful Improve 

' ment in Sheet-Metal Glips,of which the follow 
ing is a speci?cation. . 
My invention relates to improvements in 

sheet-metal clips for securing together or sus 
pending one from another crossing beams or 
bars of buildings. 
The object of my invention is to provide a 

sheet-metal clip of a simple form and con 
struction by means of which crossing beams 
or bars of buildings may be secured together 
or suspended one from another at varying 
distances apart and which may be quickly 
and conveniently applied and which will at 
the same time afford great strength and se 
curity. 
My invention consists in the means I em 

ploy to accomplish this result——that is to say, 
it consists in the novel construction of parts 
and devices and in the novel combinations of 
.parts and devices herein shown and described 
and more particularly speci?ed in the claims. 

In the accompanying drawings, forming a 
part of this speci?cation, Figure 1 is a sec 
tional elevation of a building construction 
embodying my invention and showing a ceil 
ing beam or bar supported from roof beams 
or bars at varying distances from the ceiling 
beam or bar by sheet-metal clips having their 
ceiling-bar-receiving members of varying 
lengths. Fig. 2 is an enlarged perspective 
view showing the ceiling and roof beams at 
one crossing and the clip uniting the same. 
Fig. 3 is a detail perspective view of the clip. 
Fig. 4: is a detail perspective view showing 
the lower bar-receiving member of the clip 
twisted to receive the lower or crossing beam 
at a different angle than a right angle, and 
Figs. 5 and 6 are detail views showing one of 
the longer clips made with adjustable mem 
bers. 

In the drawings, A A represent, for exam 
ple, parallel roof beams or bars of a build 
ing. These beams or bars may be of any de 
sired form in cross-section—as, for example, 
I-beams, T-beams, or channel-beams. 
B By represent ceiling or suspended beams 

or bars crossing the beams A at any suitable 
angle-as, for example, a right angle. The 
beams or bars B may likewise be of any suit 
able form in cross-section-—— as, for example, 
T-beams, I-beams, channels, or plain ?at bars 

or round bars or pipes. In the drawings the 
crossing-beam B is represented as a T-beam. 
The beams or bars B are represented as ex 
tending‘ horizontally for supporting the ceil 
ing, and as a consequence the, beam B is at 
varying distances from the several roof 
beams A A. 
’D represents a sheet-metal clip having on 

one side two ?anges dd, furnished withfolds 
d’ d’ to embrace one of the ?anges‘ or edges 
a of the beam A, and an intermediate ?ange 
0Z2 on its opposite side, furnished with a fold 
d3 to embrace the other edge or ?ange a’ of 
the beam A. The sheet-metal clip D has a 
crossing or suspended bar receiving portion 
I)’, furnished with an eye or opening 0Z4 to 
receive the suspended crossing or ceiling 
beam or bar B. The eye or opening d4 is 
preferably of I shape, as it is thus adapted to 
receive a beam or bar either I shape or T 
shape or channel form or of plain rectangular 
form in cross-section, and it should be un 

. derstood, also, that with this I form of open 
ing (1* a plain, ?at, or rectangular bar B may 
be inserted through the opening with its 
?at face upright or with its ?at face horizon 
tal, as indicated by the dotted lines B’ B’ in 
Fig. 4:. The crossing suspended or ceiling 
bar receiving portion D’ of the several clips 
D Dis made of varying lengths to correspond 
to the varying distances vertically between. 
the beams A A and the beam or bar B at dif 
ferent pointsof the length of the bar B, as 
will readily be understood from Fig. 1 of the 
drawings. In cases where the beams or bars 
A B cross each other at other angles than a 
right angle or extend in di?ferent directions 
to each other than a right angle the bar-re 
ceiving portion D’ of the clip is given a twist 
D2, as illustrated in Fig. 4, to correspond to 
the angle required. By giving this twist D2 
the extent of a right angle the bars A and B 
may be suspended or connected together par 
allel to each other, as desired. As the clip D 
has two folded ?anges d d on one side and a 
single folded ?ange d2 on the opposite side 
intermediate of the folded ?anges d 01, when 
the clip is applied to the vbeam or bar A it is 
held rigidly in place and cannot be turned out 
of position, which is a matter of convenience 
in threading or inserting the bars B through 
the openings d‘ in the clips D. p 
The clips D, especially the longer ones, pref 

erably have the bar-receiving members D’ in 
a separate piece adjustably secured to the 
mainv portion of the clip D by a bolt or rivet 
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d5, which passes through a hole 0?“ in the part 
D’ and through a slot d’ in the part D, said 
slot having notches (l8 at intervals, so that the 
length of the clip as a Whole may be adjust 
ed as required. according to the distancev be 
tween the beams or bars A B. 

I‘ claim- . 

1. The combination with bars or beams A 
A, of a bar or beam B crossing said beams or 

‘ bars ‘A A at different distances therefrom, and 
“sheetlmetal clips D D connecting said beams 
or bars, andhaving each a pair of ?anges (Z (Z 
on one side furnished with folds d’ 0Z’, and an 
‘intermediate ?ange d2 on the opposite side 
‘having a fold cl“, said clips D D having bar 
receiving members D’ D’ of different lengths, 

‘furnished with eyes or openings d‘ to receive 
fthe'beamHB, one or more of said clips I) hav 

ing a notched slot, and furnished with a bar 
receiving member D’ adjustably secured there 
to, substantially as speci?ed. ' i 

2. The combination with bars or beams A 
A, of a bar or beam B crossing said beams or 
bars A A at different distances therefrom, and 
sheet-metal clips D D connecting said beams 
‘or bars and having each a pair of ?anges (Z (Z 
on one side furnished with folds d’ OZ’, and an 
intermediate ?ange 0Z2 on the opposite side 
having a fold (is, said clips D D having bar-re 
ceiving members D,’ D’ of different lengths, 
furnished with eyes or openings d‘ to receive 
the beam B, substantially aslspeci?ed. 
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